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Abstract
This talk presents two collaborative healthcare robotics innovations and their impact on
translational medicine: Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)‐guided robots that augment surgeon
manipulability for ultra‐minimally invasive surgery and soft exoskeletons that augment human
mobility.
The first part focuses on the design of MRI‐compatible mechatronics that enables teleoperated
robotic interventions with tentacle‐like steerable robots. While robotics has revolutionized the
standard of care for certain laparoscopic procedures, its impact has been limited by the soft tissue
visualization and straight‐line access requirement of many existing robotic systems. I will present a
piezoelectric actuation approach that produces the least amount of MRI artifact during robot
actuation. Then I will introduce a tentacle‐like continuum robot that provides dexterous tissue
manipulations. Those robots for MRI‐guided prostate biopsy and neurosurgery have demonstrated
its clinical efficacy through thirty human and animal trials. The second part presents control
approaches of soft exoskeletons. Unlike conventional exoskeletons that are rigid and heavy, soft
exoskeletons use soft materials to provide a conformal and unobtrusive means to interface to the
human body. The talk describes control approaches that deliver biologically inspired assistance
and how this tackles the grand challenges to reduce the human walking energetics.
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